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Abstract
In the last decade, many different paradigms related to the named “next-generation technological
systems” have appeared: from the Internet-of-Things to Cyber-Physical Systems and Machine-toMachine communications. Traditionally these systems only consider hardware devices in their designs. However, the experience has proved that the really valuable solutions are which are humanfocused or environment-focused (biological signal monitoring, people traceability, assisted-living,
etc.). In this context, previous machine-focused paradigms have to be redefined. Therefore, this paper analyzes the requirements of technological solutions for environmental monitoring and proposes
a coherent framework for their design. Moreover, most important components are identified and
some relevant problems in this field are addressed; mainly the identifier management and the system
modeling. Finally, a prototype for people traceability based on the proposed paradigms and Bluetooth Beacons technology is described. Results showed that the quality of the provided information
is much higher in these new systems than in traditional approaches.
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1

Introduction

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are integrations of physical and computational processes [15]. Although
there is not a unified definition, this paradigm refers to a new generation of embedded devices, being
able to interact in an enhanced way with the physical world [9]. In this way, communications between
elements in a CPS must be based on machine-to-machine (M2M) techniques (those totally and automatically managed by devices [16]). Other similar systems, such as the Internet-of-Things (IoT) or the
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), also belong to this new generation of engineered solutions and are
usually analyzed together. A typical architecture for any of these systems (see Figure 1) does not include
humans or any other living creature or environmental element (total automatization is the final objective). However, in the last years, it has been proved that the really interesting applications in this new era
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are which have humans and their environment as central actor. Many works related to biological signal
monitoring [27], human traceability [9], human activity analysis [20], assisted living [29], etc. have been
reported; and several successful commercial applications in this field have been placed into the market
[21]. In this context, some authors have identified a new problem named as “the human-in-the-loop problem” [35]. It refers to the introduction of humans in the new technological systems, primary designed to
operate without considering any human factor. Different roles have been identified for humans in these
new solutions, although it is not clear how supporting the human intervention.

Figure 1: General architecture for a next-generation technological system
Some new paradigms, such as the humanized Cyber-Physical Systems [8], have been proposed, but
they only cover some particular aspects of the problem (for example, the integration of humans as service
providers). Many important issues, then, are not addressed (such as the way in which animals and other
living creatures may be integrated into the system). Moreover, environmental monitoring or traceability
solutions require specific instruments not usually included in traditional technological frameworks. In
particular, it is required a representation and modeling instrument, and every element (or thing) in the
environment must be provided with a hardware device (which cannot be seamless integrated because of
obvious reasons) and an identifier.
Therefore, in this paper it is proposed a new concept named as Generalized Cyber-Physical Systems
(GCPS) specially designed to support environmental traceability solutions using the CPS principles and
other technological paradigms of the new era. In this context, Machine-to-Machine communications turn
into Thing-to-Thing communications, as important information comes from living creatures and other
physical elements, not from embedded machines (as occurs in WSN or IoT scenarios). Besides, the
proposed framework and architecture consider different layers focused on representing the state of the
environment being monitored (a UML model for this type of solutions is described).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the state of the art in studies about
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the integration of humans and other living creatures in technological systems. Section 3 proposes the
concept of GCPS and a framework to design environmental control solutions, and analyzes the transition from the Machine-to-Machine (M2M) paradigm to the Thing-to-Thing (T2T) approach. Besides,
the problem of the identifier management in these solutions is described and discussed. Section 4 provides an experimental validation based on a system designed following the described principles. Finally,
Sections 5 and 6 describe some experimental results and some conclusions of our work.

2

State of the Art

Applications of CPS to traceability are numerous. Most of them are based on RFID (Radio Frequency
Identification) solutions [36], where regular Things are provided with a miniaturized RFID chip [9].
However, recently, other proposals based on Wireless Sensor Networks [42] or Smart Transducers have
been reported [8]. In general, nevertheless, all these papers consider CPS as a collection of physical
objects which are operated by users, who are external participants. This vision is currently changing and
each time more proposals of CPS including humans and other living creatures are reported.
Different proposals about human and other living creatures into CPS, WSN or IoT scenarios have
been proposed.
As said in the Introduction, the “human-in-the-loop” systems are a special type of CPS which include humans in different roles. Basically, three different types of systems including people have been
identified [28]: (i) systems directly controlled by humans, (ii) systems monitoring humans which take
appropriate actions, and (iii) a combination of (i) and (ii). However, despite this exhaustive analysis,
most works related to human-in-the-loop systems and applications are focused on monitoring humans
[35, 17, 17], as it is the most challenging and revolutionary proposal. Any case, apart from the challenges
identified for human integration into CPS, other aspects (such as animal traceability) are not addressed.
Besides, in many applications humans are considered as a part of the environment instead of a new
element in the CPS.
Some remarkable works in the field of human-in-the-loop systems are which are focused on univocally assigning identifiers to people [40]. These works may be used as the first step in traceability
solutions, as they allow managers to change dynamically the identification of humans.
Other important proposals describe the called “Humanized Cyber-Physical Systems” [8]. This concept refers to CPS where humans are provided with the required instruments to be considered service
providers, in the same way as sensors, actuators and the rest of hardware devices. Different proposals on
the self-configuration of these systems [8], their design [44, 45] or about other similar ideas such as the
“humanized cyber-physical services” [1] may be found.
Some relevant works about CPS consider animals as an additional regular actor by default [5] .
Animals are provided with sensing instruments [5] or are monitored using enhanced pattern recognition
techniques [39] in the same way than humans. A similar research line is focused on animal control, using
cyber-physical technologies. The basic idea of these proposals is to seamless integrate electronic devices
(in particular, smart sensors and actuators) into animals with the objective of controlling their behavior
[41] [43].
In respect to the inclusion of other living creatures in the system, different proposal may be found.
Some of them are focused on the integration of miniaturized electronic devices into animals or plants
[30]. However, these proposals are complicated to apply to uncontrolled or ad hoc scenarios. Most remarkable works analyzed natural emergency situation (for example, a forest fire [30]). In these works
mathematical model to understand the living creature behavior are executed using cyber-physical instruments. These ideas are very valuable, as may support advanced services in traceability solutions. Finally,
in the last group of works, animals are passive agents, whose lives are improved by means of specific
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services supported by a Cyber-Physical infrastructure [3, 13] (for example, they might be moved during
grazing to enhance the nutrients in the field).
In comparison with all these previous proposals, our work proposes a coherent general framework,
being able of considering both humans and other living creatures (in any of the possible roles). The basic
idea is to monitor the environment and the activities of the creatures and humans; as well as to trace the
aspect related to them which are considered relevant.
Considering these different approaches, different models and various modeling techniques for CPS
have been described. Models based on semantic agents [25] are the most recent proposal. However,
models based on matrix algebra [19] for pervasive sensing platforms based on CPS paradigm, and traditional solutions based on hybrid techniques [14] may be also found. In general , nevertheless, these
proposals do not cover the entire stack of layers described for CP in the most common CPS reference
architectures [9][7]. In this work, therefore, it is proposed a UML model covering all the relevant aspects
of CPS [6].

3

A New Cyber-Physical Framework for Traceability

In this Section it is proposed a general framework for traceability, based on the integration of humans and
other living creatures into CPS. This new type of systems is called Generalized Cyber-Physical Systems,
and presents a specific architecture which is analyzed and described in the first subsection. In the second
subsection it is presented the concept of Thing-to-Thing communications and discussed the identifier
management. In the third subsection the system modeling is addressed.

3.1

General Framework: Analysis and Proposal

A generic traceability system is basically composed of two different sub-systems: the data acquisition
and the information representation (see Figure 2 (a)). This division is also valid for Cyber-Physical Systems (see Figure 2 (b)) where the “Modeling” layer is specifically focused on information representation
and “Sensors and actuators” on information acquisition.
As main difference, traditional traceability solutions consider elements to be monitored as external
entities to the system, but CPS include all the creature or devices with interact with other components in
the system. In this context, traceability solution in the new era (the Industry 4.0, as called as the era of
the CPS [23]) must follow the principles of the Cyber-Physical infrastructures. In that way, traditional
CPS are insufficient as they are only focused on environmental monitoring (temperature, humidity, etc.).
Furthermore, other definition such as Humanized CPS [8], Industrial CPS [11], etc. present the same
problem, as they only consider a certain part of the physical world.
In order to overcome these problems, a new definition is proposed: the Generalized Cyber-Physical
Systems (GCPS). A GCPS is a CPS which integrates industrial production systems, humans, other living
creatures, and any other desired element into its physical platform in the same way as embedded devices,
sensors and actuators. These new elements must be able to provide services, execute processes, and
perform any other activity which previously was supported only by hardware devices.
GCPS require including new components in the systems, specifically focused on adapting the new
elements in the physical platform to the interfaces in the high-level layers. In that way, as User-focused
components were defined in Humanized CPS; in GCPS we define the “Dedicated components” to fulfill
these requirements (see Figure 3 (a)). Considering these definition, richer reference architecture for
GCPS may be proposed (see Figure 3 (b)).
Basically, five different new layers have been included in the “Modeling level”. These new layers
represent a virtual instance of the system (or system daemon, using the proposed terminology) which
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Figure 2: Basic architecture (a) traditional traceability systems (b) Cyber-Physical System
describe the state of the physical platform and the environment. Using this daemon the geographically
sparse architecture of a GCPS (especially if the environment to be monitored occupies a large area) may
be managed in an easier way. Besides, other functionalities such automation, intelligence, etc. and other
cognitive capabilities are supported in a centralized manner. Finally, this daemon allows user to obtain
information about the current and past state of the system in a very fast way and, if required, future
predictions about the CPS could be also calculated. Below, the five different new layers are analyzed
[34]:
• Virtualization interface: This layer offers an interface to invoke virtualization functionalities (such
as create a new daemon, halt an instance, etc.). This interface offers the possibility of automating
the management of the system daemons (for example, to create dynamically one when required).
• Virtual services layer (VS layer): A virtual service (VS) is an abstract representation of real service
offered at medium-level (usually named as ”production level” [31]). This layer allows managing
the lifecycle of services, and (in our case) it contains the monitoring and traceability (and possibly
prediction [10]) services employed in traceability solutions.
• Composite virtual devices layer (CVD layer): A composite virtual device is a virtual instance
representing a group of virtual devices which work together in order to reach a common objective
(for example, execute a service). These instances are managed at the appropriate layer. Examples
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Figure 3: Architecture of a GCPS (a) functional (b) reference
of CVD are a set of sensors connected to a broker, or a subsystem including different embedded
devices.
• Virtual devices layer (VD layer): Virtual devices refer to a representation of the embedded devices in the system (usually sensors and actuators, but also the called “self-managed devices” -see
Section 3.3-). This functionality is useful in scenarios considering a geographically sparse infrastructure (for example, a company with different locations which desirers a complete description
about the state of the entire company in the headquarters, such as it is offered in SCADA systems).
• Cyber-Physical hypervisor: This layer represents a specific hypervisor technology, focused on
turning independent the real infrastructure from the virtual instance. Different virtualization techniques for CPS have been reported [18, 4].
• Apart from the previously cited layers, an execution system has to be also considered, in order to
execute the user applications and services, described at the highest level. This system has been
presented in previous works [31].
Finally, in order to create the daemon and the contained VD and CVD, it is necessary to acquire the
required information to create a successful virtual representation of the system. Moreover, it is needed
a model to represent all devise and elements in the system, used as base for the creation of the system
daemon.
In the next subsections, both solutions are described: data acquisition and system modeling.

3.2

Data Acquisition: T2T Communications

In traditional traceability systems, every element to be monitored is provided with an electronic device
containing a unique identifier which describes the identity of the element. In this context, the same
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identifier (for example when using RFID tags) allows the element to be identified, to be identified the
embedded electronic device, to manage communications, etc. In that way, communications are (at the
end) described as Machine-to-Machine communications (M2M) as the objective is to communicate the
embedded device with a remote machine in an automatic and self-managed way. Thus, information is
provided by the embedded device, not by the element to be monitored.
When using GCPS, this vision changes. Now, not every object, human or element (hereinafter
“Thing” in a global way) is provided with an embedded device, as “Things” may be monitored using
many other types of techniques and data analysis algorithms (such as implicit interactions [22]). Nevertheless, each Thing has to be provided, in the same way, with a unique identifier (which is part of its
identity). In this new paradigm M2M communications are not valid, as information is directly provided
by the Thing to be monitored. Then, we use the new concept of Thing-to-Thing communications (T2T).
T2T communications [37] is an emerging term, typical from Industry 4.0, next-generation IoT systems and CPS applications, describing a scenario where a physical Thing (including humans and any
other living creature) communicates with some remote physical Things (in an automatic, implicit and
self-managed way) through a technological infrastructure (typically a communication network).
In the analyzed traceability systems, T2T communications are used by environmental things to inform the central system about their position, presence, state, etc. Then, the provided information is
collected and employed to instantiate the system daemon.
In this new context, however, identity management is a very complicated task. As not every Thing
is provided with an embedded device containing a unique identifier, the identity of a monitored Thing is
composed (at least and necessarily) of four different numbers (identifiers):
• Monitored Thing ID (MT ID): This identifier it is associated with the Thing to be monitored and
characterizes it. It is created, defined and assigned by the system managers. In general no global
or international organism is in charge of the management of these identifiers.
• Associated device ID (AD ID): In order to be able to communicate with other remote elements,
each Thing has to be associated a device providing this functionality. This device has to be also
provided with an identifier. A same device may be associated with different Things at different
moments. In computer sciences, these identifiers are called OUI (Organizationally Unique Identifier). They are composed by 24 bits and are managed by the IEEE (such as MAC addresses, which
could be also employed as AD ID).
• Communication management ID (CM ID): This identifier depends on the network where the associated device and/or the monitored Thing are integrated. In global communication networks (such
as Internet) they are manage by international organisms, although in local deployment (Bluetooth
networks) might be assigned by system owners. IP addresses are the most common example.
• Platform management ID (PM ID): Finally, a provisional identifier is required to communicate and
manage the associated device and the monitored Thing before to be integrated in a communication
network. This identifier may be a specific address (or set of addresses) specifically booked for this
purpose (as in the Internet) or a new and provisional identifier as in mobile networks.
The total identity of a monitored Thing, which changes dynamically, depends on the four previously
named numbers. It is not clear how the four identifiers have to be composed and related (or even if
they must be related in some way) in order to create the global Thing’s identity. Proposals from the
computer networks world usually deal with hierarchical constructions (in a similar way as in the IPv6
standard some identifiers are calculated from others) or the creation of Internet-like directions (for example, MT ID@CM ID/AD ID). On the other hand, mobile communication experts usually prefer to
employ the four identifiers in an independent way, considering four different registers and application
scopes. In our case (see Section 4) we are using four independent numbers.
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Modeling a Generalized Cyber-Physical System

In order to represent in a correct way the system state using the functionalities of the system daemon, it
is required a model for GCPS including all the possible elements in those system. Figure 4, Figure 5, and
Figure 6 represent a UML model describing an entire GCPS. In order to propose and validate the describe
model, it has been taken into account different sources: the Berkeley’s conceptual map about CPS [38],
relevant works about CPS modeling [14, 24, 26], and previous practical experiences on next-generation
technological systems simulation [2, 32]. Below the most important aspects are explained.
First, as can be seen, GCPS are made of two different types of elements: cyber elements and physical
elements (but both belong to the system). Some examples of physical elements are provided (some of
the most important) but others could be considered. On the other hand, cyber elements correspond to the
layer in the reference architecture showed on Figure 2.
Sometimes transducers are implemented in a same physical device together with control components,
creating a self-managed device. If a self-managed device, besides, is able to execute scripts and processes
described at prosumer level, then it is said the device is a sub-system. Sub-systems are very typical in
humanized systems, as people are able to understand prosumer language without problems (for example,
if natural language is considered as prosumer description language). In other cases, sensors and actuators
could be connected among them through a wireless broker, acting as control component.
In respect to processes, their classification, descriptions and decomposition have been analyzed in
detail in the state of the art [31]. Same considerations may be done in respect to physical object and
variables [33].
Considering the proposed UML diagram, and the previously described architecture, the activity diagram of the proposed tool is presented on Figure 7. As can be seen, the described UML model is
instantiated in two steps. During the first phase, physical constraints are generated: the number of
involved people, the physical configuration of the scenario, etc. In order to create the corresponding
simulation script, information from users and the real deployment is collected. All interaction between
the real deployment and the virtualized platform are performed trough the cyber-physical hypervisor,
which provides the adequate interface. During second phase, cyber elements are instantiated (as well
as services) and system operation starts. The system state is constantly updated considering the events
coming from the real deployment. When timer expires, for example at end of a working day, statistical
results are showed to managers.

4

Experimental Validation

An experiment was designed in order to validate the proposed solution as a valid technology for creating
enhanced traceability solutions. In order to perform the experiment a traceability systems based on
Bluetooth Beacons was constructed.
Fourteen (14) people were provided with an independent hardware device storing a 16-bits number
acting as humans’ identity. Each device, besides, was provided with a MAC address by the manufacturing
company (Samsung, in this case), so this identifier was employed as Associated device ID.
As hardware platform, it was selected the Artik 020 architecture, consisting on C-programmable
microprocessor and a Bluetooth Low-Energy communication module. In that way, communications
management ID was selected by experts among all the available addressed (in this case it was selected a
broadcast address, so the same identifiers could be used as CM ID and PM ID). Devices were configured
to act as Beacons (see Figure 8).
The system was deployed in an open laboratory of the Technical University of Madrid, where people
provided with electronic devices were asked to perform a certain itinerary. A one square kilometer
area was employed to perform the experiments. Different obstacles were deployed in the area, so it
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CyberPhysicalElement
isMobile: boolean
mobilityModel: MobilityModel
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logicalLocation: String
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ProcessType
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Free
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Periodical
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Unitary
Divisible
Nongeographic
Geographicstrict
Geographiclimited

Figure 4: UML description of a GCPS (part 1)
was monitored if people were able to cross them, the time they employed, etc. In order to monitor the
people actuation, different Artik 530 platform were deployed around the environment. These machines,
in addition to Bluetooth communications, they are able to use WiFi technology. Using this interface,
data about people were sent to a remote host, were a Java application was running. That application was
described in different previous works about traditional traceability systems [9]. At the same time, data
were introduced in a system daemon, previously configured using the Libvirt library (as Samsung Artk
530 platform is based on Linux machines).
Selected traditional traceability systems were exhaustively described in the state of the art [9]. It
consists of a system involving some RFID-powered elements such as gloves and tables. These devices
are connected with a central server where information from hardware devices is collected and processes
in order to track the itinerary of the object under study. A second system was also deployed, based on a
pre-CPS view [12]. In particular, in this system, regular workers are in charge of evaluating the quality
and evolution of the product, employing different media to notify changes to the control system.
Records created using both methods (Java application as in traditional traceability systems and a
virtual instance of the system as proposed in GCPS) were stored. At the end of the experiment, people
were asked to describe their itinerary as much detailed as possible. The three information sources were
compared.
Simulation description language was based on a objet-orient programming language, such as C++
(employed in other popular simulator such as NS3). Figure 9 shows a fragment of the proposed sce25
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Manage
Selfmanaged device
type: DeviceType
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isRemote: boolean

Manage

Transducer

Simple device
isWireless : boolean
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type: DeviceType
isDistributed : boolean
isUserFocused : boolean

1

processDescription : String
type: ProcessType

Identify

Actuator
effectiveness : integer
responseTime : integer
variableAffected : String

Sensor
precision : integer
range : {integer , integer }
resolution : integer
responsetime : integer
variableMeasured : String

Condition

Task

Pattern
name : String
description : String
observations : List< Integer>

identifier : Integer
previos : Task
next: Task

Atomic

identifier : Integer
ifTrue: Task
ifFalse: Task

Composed

1

serviceInvocation :Service

Physical Element
isSensorized : boolean
isInfluible : boolean

Figure 5: UML description of a GCPS (part 2)
nario. Programming tasks were performed using a regular Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
specifically designed for the selected language.

5

Results and Discussion

In this Section a comparison about the three different obtained records of information is performed. Figure 10 shows a comparison between the number of errors found the record of the traditional traceability
systems compared to the number of errors when using the proposed GCPS.
The difference is small between systems based on CPS but two factors may be considered as the
cause of the seen improvement in the case of GCPS. First, errors in the management of information
are more common in traditional systems. As traditional systems consist of a database containing the
state of the different monitored people, errors occurring when accessing or writing into the database
turn into traceability errors. Nevertheless, GCPS are supported by a virtualized platform, so the data
structure as much more complex and secure. Second, traditional traceability systems do not include
consistency checks (for example, a person cannot walk 3 kilometers in one minute). Thus, some errors
which are detected by the consistency control policies in the system daemon are accepted by traditional
traceability systems (which, for example, cannot ask for confirmation to the hardware platform when
receiving incoherent data).
If systems which are not based on CPS paradigm are considered, differences are much greater.
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Hardware service
geographicType : List< GeoType >

1

Production service

1..*
1
1..*

Service

Business service
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1

name: String
descriptionFile : String
quality ofService : Listt< Integer>
totalQoS: integer

Cyber Element
1
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servicesOffered: List< Service >
isRemote: boolean

Prosumer service
decompositionFile : String
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Process model
1

processDescription : String
type: ProcessType

Condition

Task
identifier : Integer
previos: Task
next: Task

Atomic

identifier : Integer
ifTrue: Task
ifFalse : Task

Composed

serviceInvocation :Service

1
Invoke

Figure 6: UML description of a GCPS (part 3)

Figure 7: Activity diagram of the proposed tool
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Figure 8: Deployed system

Figure 9: Screenshot of the employed IDE
Causes for this increase have been analyzed previously in other works [9], and in general are related
to the possibility of obtaining real-time information from the system, as well as the possibility of implementing predictive techniques in order to obtain some information about the future.
Figure 11 compares the number of parameters maintained for each human in the traceability system,
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Figure 10: Comparison in the number of traceability errors
in both, traditional solutions and GCPS. As can be seen, in this case, the number of parameters is much
greater (a 40% higher in the case of GCPS). That is because of the capability of the system daemon
to extract new information from received one from the physical platform (functionality not included
in traditional solutions). System which are not based on CPS paradigm require a high level of human
intervention, and (usually) controlled parameters per item are much lower (in order to do profitable the
system deployment).

Figure 11: Comparison in the number of parameters per person
Finally, in order to show a more detailed comparison, Table 1 shows the values of some remarkable
parameters.
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Mean initialization period (s)
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supervisory control
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GCPS

Traditional systems
(CPS)

Traditional systems
(no CPS)

154

107

5 (estimated)

Undefined

1024

200 (estimated)

17
72

34
24

52
Not applicable

Yes

Yes

No

Table 1: Parameter comparison

6

Conclusions

Enhanced traceability solutions belong to the new era, usually named as the Industry 4.0 or the CyberPhysical Systems era. Traditionally, technological systems look for the total automation, maintaining
humans and other living creatures outside the system. This situation is incompatible with the creation
of next-generation traceability solution following the CPS principles. Therefore, in this paper it is proposed a new concept named as Generalized Cyber-Physical Systems, being able of including not only
embedded devices, but also any other important or relevant element (including, humans, animals, etc.).
Moreover, it is described the evolution of Machine-to-Machine communications to Thing-to-Thing communications, due to the integration of new elements into CPS. Finally, as GCPS are based on a virtualized
instance of the system, it is proposed a simulation model. The experimental validation showed that the
quality of the provided information is much higher in these new systems than in traditional approaches.
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